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Abstract: Short and long-term strategic policies of two countries' governments are 

examined, by adopting a two-country model where each country is endowed with re-

spective renewable resource stock and which is a two-stage game involving two gov-

ernments and their respective firms that produce a homogenous product derived from a 

renewable resource. This paper shows that the foreign country of a resource exporter 

has a trade-off between the expansion of foreign market share and the conservation of 

its own renewable resource stock, while the domestic country of a resource importer 

does not have such a trade-off.

1. INTRODUCTION

 There is a close connection between international trade and the exploitation of re-
newable resources. Since the lgio's, there has been a twofold increase in the export 
of the world's total forest products, while in the same period international trade of pulp 
and paper products has increased threefold. This increase shows that nations endowed 
with natural resources have striven to increase their production and trade using those 
resources. Therefore, it is necessary to consider international trade and trade policies in 
order to analyze renewable resource management fully. However, there has been rela-
tively little formal economic analysis addressing the relationship between international 
trade policy and renewable resource management.' Focusing on only a single country 
exporting a resource, Barbier and Rauscher (1994) and Schulz (1996) examine the ef-
fects of reduction in the terms of trade for tropical timber or living resource on steady

 Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Professor Yasunori Ishii and an anonymous re free of this journal 
for very helpful and constructive comments. I am responsible for any remaining errors . 
e-mail:

1 For example , Barbier et al. (1995) examine the links between the trade in tropical timber products and 
deforestation in Indonesia and Haener and Luckert (1998) review forest certification .
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state renewable resource stock. By contrast, Brander and Taylor  (lgg8b) present a two-

good, two-country model with respectively open access renewable resources, which 
they use to examine trade flows, gains and losses from trade, and effects of import or an 

export taxes on steady state resource stocks of both countries.2 The analysis in a two-

country model is important as it allows us to examine the interaction of exploitation 

between imported or exported resources and domestic consumed resources. However, 

Brander and Taylor do not take into account whether these policies determined by gov-

ernments are optimal or not, because the trade policies in their model are fixed. 

 This paper establishes a two-country model, in which each country is endowed with 

its own renewable resource stock and each country's firm produces a homogenous prod-

uct derived from a renewable resource. Using this model, the optimal policies for the 

expansion of domestic market share and the conservation of renewable resource stock 

are examined. If the traded product is a natural one, derived from a renewable resource, 

it is necessary to ascertain whether the government's policies are appropriate in the 

long term from an environmental standpoint. Therefore, not only the short-term effects 

of the trade policies from an economic standpoint but also their long-term effects from 

an environmental standpoint on amounts of traded resource, products, and/or renew-

able resource stocks are examined. Thus, differences in the short and long-term optimal 

policies determined by governments are demonstrated explicitly. A matter of a trade-off 
between market share's expansion and resource conservation is more serious for rather 

a tropical country than an industrial country. Some tropical countries restrict log ex-

ports for reasons of industry development, employment, and environmental well being 
by imposing export taxes.3 It is important to examine whether the imposition of such 

taxes is optimal and effective. 

 The model clips the resource trade in forest or paper products between a tropical 

country and an industrial country from various types of real natural resource trades be-

cause this type of resource trade is pointed out as the issue of environmental destruction. 

And it is assumed that a tropical country, which is an exporter of natural resources be-

cause of lower resource extraction cost, is a small country and has no product market 

of its own, while an industrial country is an importer of foreign natural resources and 

has a domestic product market. In the market, domestic and foreign firms produce a 

homogenous product competitively. The renewable resource of each country has a dy-

 2 Brander and Taylor (lggib) and Chichilnisky (1991 , 1993, 1994) consider trade between a country with 

an open access renewable resource and a country with well defined property rights to renewable resource, and 
examine trade pattern, gains and losses from trade, but do not consider policy interventions. Okuguchi (1998) 

has modeled international duopoly in commercial fishing, where two countries harvest fish in an open-access 

sea, and clarified how changes in the values of biological, demand and technical parameters will affect the 
non-extinction condition for the fish stock, but he does not take policy interventions into consideration. For 

other examples of renewable resource analysis, see Brander and Taylor (lggia, lgg8a). 
3 For discussion of this issue , see van Kooten et al. (1999). Barbier et al. (1995) discuss the case of 

Indonesia. Brander and Taylor (lgg8b) examine such an export tax in two-country model though they do not 

consider whether such a tax is optimal or not.
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namic structure of the classic Schaefer (1957)  type.4  Although there are several policies, 
this paper focuses on output subsidies and export resource tax that are mentioned above. 

 The basic model employed is a two-stage game involving two governments and their 
respective firms that extract their resources and produce natural products. In the first 
stage, both countries' governments determine independently their optimal strategic poli-
cies and then announce them to both countries' firms, where it is assumed that the 

policies are credible for the firms. In the second stage, given the policies that were 
determined in the first stage, both countries' firms choose independently their traded 
resources and outputs. Both countries' competitive firms are price-takers. Finally, both 
countries' firms supply their outputs to a product market. 

 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a basic model. Section 3 
investigates the effects, and optimal levels, of domestic and foreign policies in short-
term. Section 4 investigates the effects and optimal levels of the domestic and foreign 

policies in long-term, where renewable resource stocks are endogenously determined in 
the model. Concluding remarks are made in Section 5.

2. THE BASIC MODEL

 The analysis of this paper uses not comparative dynamics but comparative statics 
though renewable resource has dynamic characteristics. For an inspection about char-
acteristics of equilibrium is considered to be the most meaningful but not paths to equi-
librium. Figure 1 illustrates the model setting for this paper. Let there be two countries, 

a domestic country and a foreign country with its own renewable resource stock respec-
tively. In each country there are identical and infinitesimal competitive firms and hence 
their behavior is just given by that of a representative firm. Therefore, it is assumed 
that there exists each representative firm in each country. The markets of a product and 
traded resource are assumed to be in perfect competition. A domestic representative 
firm is engaged in producing a product by using both domestic and foreign renewable 
resources and supplying the product in a domestic product market. On the other hand, a 
foreign representative firm is engaged in exporting some part of his extracted renewable 
resource, in producing a product from the remainder of the extracted resource, and in 
selling the product in a domestic market. 

 In the first stage, the domestic and foreign governments determine their policies in-
dependently. That is, the domestic government determines a per-unit subsidy on pro-
duction s, which is given to the domestic firm. The foreign government determines 
a per-unit subsidy on production s*, which is given to the foreign firm and an export 
resource tax t*, which is imposed on the foreign export resource (the domestic im-

port resource). Then, in the second stage, a domestic market is opened for a product 
supplied by domestic and foreign representative firms, and a traded resource market is 
also opened for a renewable resource supplied by a foreign representative firm. In this 
stage a domestic representative firm and a foreign representative firm, whose products

4 Clark (1990) provides the comprehensive overviews of renewable resource economics .
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Figure 1. For the basic model the following variables are defined,

the argument of time-dependent variables:

where notation is simplified by omitting

N(N*), renewable resource stock of domestic (foreign) country; 
x, renewable resource extracted by a representative firm of domestic country; 

X* (= x* + x), renewable resource extracted by a representative firm of foreign country; 

x*, renewable resource input of a representative firm of foreign country for a foreign product; 

xi, renewable resource imported by a representative firm of domestic country; 

x, renewable resource exported by a representative firm of foreign country; 

y(y*), total output of a representative firm of domestic (foreign) country; 
s, a per-unit domestic subsidy on production; s*, a per-unit foreign subsidy on production; 

t*, a per-unit foreign export resource tax.

are homogeneous, decide their traded levels of resources and output respectively, given 

government policies and their rival's choices. This paper applies backward induction 
by analyzing the firms' optimal choices in the second stage, and then it examines the 

effects of policies on the firms' choices in the first stage. 

 Before proceeding to details of market structure, it is necessary to describe the basic 

structure of renewable resource growth. Each country has a renewable resource stock. 

The changes in the stocks at time t of domestic and foreign countries are the natural 

growth rates G(N) and G*(N*), minus the harvest rate x and X*, that is, respectively,

dN/di = G(N) - x , (1)

dN*/di = G*(N*) - X* . (2)

where X* 

resource

is the sum of renewable resource using for a foreign product x 

exported by a foreign representative firm x, that is, X* =

* and renewable 

x* + x:. The
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biological growth laws of domestic and foreign countries are respectively given by 

                  G(N) =  IN(1 — N/K) , (3)

G*(N*) = r*N*(1 — N* K*) .(4) 

This functional form for G(N) or G* (N*) is the logistic function, which is widely used 
in the analysis of renewable resources and is, perhaps, the simplest empirically plausible 
functional form for biological growth in a constrained environment. The variable K 
or K*, referred to as the "carrying capacity", is the maximum possible size for the 
resource stock of domestic or foreign country. If N = K or (N* = K*), further 

growth cannot occur. The variable r or r* is the "intrinsic" or "uncongested" growth 
rate. Proportional growth rate G(N)/N (G* (N*)/N*) would be approximately equal to 
r (r*) if congestion were negligible in the sense that carrying capacity was large relative 
to the current stock of the domestic (foreign) country. 

 There exists a product market only in the domestic country. The inverse demand 
function of the domestic market is specified by 

p = a — by and a, b > 0 ,(5) 

where p is the domestic product price, a and b are positive constants, and Y is the 
sum of sales by a domestic representative firm y and exports of a foreign representative 
firm y*. Then, Y(= y + y*) is the total amount of product supplied (consumed) in the 
domestic country. 

 A product is produced with a linear homogeneous production function using only a 
renewable resource. Even though domestic and foreign representative firms produce a 
homogeneous product, their marginal productivity is different in each country due to 
technological differences in the two countries. Therefore, a domestic and foreign firm's 

production functions are respectively given by 

y = k(x + xi) ,(6)

y* = k* x* ,(7) 

where y(y*) is a domestic (foreign) firm's output, x + xi (x*) is renewable resource 
input of a domestic (foreign) firm. The domestic resource input x + xi is the sum of 
resource extracted from the domestic renewable resource x and resource imported from 
the foreign country xi . And k(k*) is a domestic (foreign) yield rate, where k and k* are 

positive constants that satisfy k > k*. 
 The production-cost function of extracting a resource follows Okuguchi (1998). If 

the renewable resource stock N(N*) of the domestic (foreign) country is given, the unit 
cost of extracting a resource will increase proportionally as the extracting rate x (X * ) 
of a domestic (foreign) firm increases. In this case, the total extracting cost will be 

proportional to the square of the harvest rate. If, on the other hand, the extraction 
rate is given, extracting will be easier and less costly as the resource stock increases. 
Therefore, given the extraction rate, the extracting cost is inversely proportional to the
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resource stock. A domestic and foreign representative firm's production-cost functions 
are given respectively by 

 c(x,  N)  =  ax2  IN and a > 0 ,(8)

c*(N*, N*) = a*X*2/N* and a* > 0, X* = x* +xe (9) 

where a(a*) is a positive constant of a domestic (foreign) firm. 
 Under the assumptions and features explained above, profit n of the domestic firm in 

the second stage is defined as 

ax2 
= pk(x+ xi)—----

N —(q*+t*)xi+sk(x+ xi) .(10) 

In (10), the first term is sale revenue from the domestic market, the second is extract-
ing costs of the domestic resources, the third is import costs, and the last is subsidy 
receipts. The domestic firm, given domestic and foreign governments' policies, a price 
of a product p and a price of a traded resource q* + t* where a per-unit foreign export 
resource tax t* is charged by the foreign government, decides extracting resources x to 
maximize his profit defined in (10). But profit of the domestic firm is linear in import 
resources xi . The domestic representative firm with a linear homogeneous production 
function given by (6) faces the prices of a product and an imported resource that satisfy 
k < (q* + t*)/(p + s).5 But if k < (q* + t*)/(p + s), then it is expected that the do-
mestic firm discontinues production by using imported resources and hence a resource 
is not traded, that is, xi = 0 because the domestic firm's profit from the production by 
imported resources is minus. This non-trading case of k < (q* + t *) / (p + s) is here 
eliminated in order to focus on the trading case of k = (q* + t*)/(p + s), which is the 
main issue of this paper. Therefore, it is here assumed that in resource market equilib-
rium q* should be adjusted in order that k = (q* + t*)/(p + s) is satisfied. Thus, the 
first-order conditions for profit maximization of the domestic firm are given by

2a 
pk — Nx+sk=0, 

pk — (q* + t*) + sk = 0 , 

and the second-order conditions are satisfied. 
 On the other hand, profit Tc * of the foreign firm in the second stage is given by

a* (x* +  
             TC* = pk*x* — --------------e q* x: + s*k*x* , 

N* 

where the first term is sale revenue from the domestic product market, the sec

(11a)

(lib)

(12)
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profit defined in (12). Therefore, 
the foreign firm are given by

pk* —

the first-order conditions for profit maximization of

 2a*(x* +x *) 

e

2a* (x
N* 
*+xe)

+ s*k* = 0 ,

+q*=0,

(13a)

N*
(13b)

and the second-order condition is satisfied. In the resource market denoted by the in-
verse demand and supply functions (lib) and (13b), the condition certifying the exis-
tence and uniqueness of the market equilibrium is clarified in Appendix 1, and more-
over, it is showed that equilibrium in the second stage which is derived in next paragraph 
satisfies the condition on a certain assumption. 
 Taking account of p = a — b(kx + kxe + k*x*) in equilibrium and substituting (13b) 

into (11 b) on the grounds that q* of the inverse demand function (11 b) equals that of the 
inverse supply function (13b) in equilibrium, (11a), (1 lb), (13a), and (13b) are reduced 
as follow:

—bk2x — (bk 
—bkk*x — '

a )x 
V x* )
/* 
2 L

)x — bk2x; — 
xe — bkk* +-- 

x*— bk*2-

                  e

bkk*x* +ak+ks=0

a* )
V* 

2c

x* + ak + ks — t* = 0 , 

-)x* + ak* + k*s*  =0.

(14a)

(14b)

(14c)

Equilibrium in the second stage is given by x, xe , and x* which satisfy the simultane-
ous equation system (14a), (14b), and (14c). Thus, comparative static solution of the 
simultaneous equation system (14a), (14b), and (14c) can be represented by

Dlr 

D21 

D31

D12 

D22 

D32

D13 x — 

D23 xe 

D33 x*

  —ak — ks 

—ak — ks+t 

—ak* — k*s*

* (15)

where

Dir 

D21 

D31

= —bk2 — 2a/N ,D12 = —bk2 , D13 = —bkk* , 

= —bk2 , D22 = —bk2 — 2a*/N* , D23 = —bkk* — 2a*/N* , 

= —bkk* , D32 = —bkk* — 2a* /N* , D33 = —bk*2 — 2a*/N* .

The determinant D of the Hessian matrix of this system is given by

D = —4b(k — k*)2
ace* 

NN*
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and thus D < 0. Equilibrium in the second stage is unique and stable because the 

Fuller's criterion (1968) is satisfied.6

3. THE EFFECTS AND  OPTIMAL LEVELS OF POLICIES IN SHORT-TERM

 This section analyzes first the effects of the domestic and foreign output subsidies and 

the foreign export resource tax, and next the optimal levels of the policies determined 

by the domestic and foreign governments in short-term equilibrium. 

 The short-term effects of a change in the policies on the extracted resource of the 

domestic firm x, the export (import) resource of the foreign (domestic) firm xe , and the 
resource using for a product of the foreign firm x*, are given by differentiating (14a), 

(14b), and (14c) completely with respect to s, s*, and t*, given renewable resource 
stocks of the domestic and foreign countries N and N*. Thus, one obtains:

ax ax* ax* aX* 

     as<0,as>0,as<0,as< 0 , 
ax ax* ax* aX* 

as*>o,as*<o,as*>o,as*> o 
ax axe ax*aX* 
at*>0,at*<0,at*>0,at*> 0 , 

(See Appendix 2 for derivation of these results.) 
 Taking (16a), 

PROPOSITION 
s reduces the domestic extracted resource x, yet it rats, 
an increase in the traded resource xe* . And it reduces th, 
resources X*. 

 (il) An increase in the foreign subsidy on product 
source tax t* has the same effects. Each increase I-, 
extracted resources X*. And it reduces the domestic et 
traded resource xe* despite an increase in the domestic

ay  

as 

ay 

as* 

ay 

at*

> 0,

<0,

< 0,

ay* 

as 

ay* 

as* 

ay* 

at*

<0,

>0,

>0,

(16a)

(16b)

(16c)

one can present: 

ON . (i) Although an increase in the domestic subsidy on production 
          domestic extracted resource x, yet it es the domestic output y through 

          the traded resource xp*. And it reduces the foreign output y* and extracted

 (il) An increase in the foreign subsidy on production s* or the foreign export re-
source  

                                      

arses the foreign output y* and 
extracted resources X*. And it reduces the domestic output y through a decrease in the 
traded resource xe* despite an increase in the domestic extracted resource x. 

 Proposition 1(i) presents very striking result, that is, an increase in the domestic sub-
sidy on production s reduces the domestic extracted resource x. The intuitive reason for 
this result is that for the domestic firm producing both a renewable resource and an out-

put, a per-unit domestic subsidy on production makes a relative price of an output rise, 
and therefore producing not a renewable resource but an output is more favorable. The 

production of an output, of which relative price becomes higher, increases, on the other 
hand, that of a renewable resource, of which relative price becomes lower, decreases 
subject to the production possibility set of the domestic country. And thus a subsidy

 6 That is
, the trace and determinant of the Hessian matrix of this system are both negative and the following 

D22+DIlD2s—D13 

condition is satisfied: D32 D33 + DllDl2 < 0. 
—DslD2l D33 + D22
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on production reduces the domestic extracted resource x and increases the imported re-

source  xe for the reduction of the domestic renewable resource. Furthermore, by this 
Proposition it is found that a domestic (foreign) subsidy on production is justified in 
order to raise the domestic (foreign) market share. However, an increase in the domes-
tic subsidy on production reduces both domestic and foreign extracted resources, x and 
X*, while an increase in the foreign subsidy on production or export resource tax raises 
them. The reason for this difference is that while the effects of decreases in the domes-
tic extracted resource x and resource using for the foreign output x* are larger than that 
of a increase in the foreign export resource xe by a domestic subsidy on production, 
the effects of increases in the farmer are larger than that of a decrease in the latter by a 

foreign subsidy on production or export resource tax. 

 Let us now turn to the derivation of optimal levels of the subsidy determined by the 

domestic government and the subsidy and export resource tax determined by the foreign 

government. For simplicity, it is assumed that the domestic and foreign governments 

know all the reactions of domestic and foreign firms to changes in policies without 

uncertainty. The domestic net welfare is defined as 

          foY-FY*        W = (a—br)dr—{a—b(y+y*)}(y+y*)+n —sy,(17) 

where the first and second terms constitute the domestic consumer's surplus, the sec-
ond is profits of the domestic firm given by (10), and the last is total payment of the 
domestic subsidy. It is now assumed that the domestic government decides s so as to 
maximize the domestic net welfare given as (17). Using the conditions for maximizing 
firm's profits, (1 la) and (1 lb), the first-order condition for maximizing the domestic net 
welfare with respect to s is given by 

b(y + y*)a(y + y*)+anax*—say = 0 ,                                           (18) a
s 8x* asas 

where it is assumed that the second-order condition is satisfied. Rearranging (18) and 
using (16a) and (A-4) yield 

          b(y + y*){a(y + y*)/as} + (an/ax*)(ax*las)  
s _ > 0, (19) a

y/as 

where am/ax* = —bkk*(x+xe) < 0. That is, the optimal level of the domestic subsidy 
on production is positive. 

 The foreign net welfare is defined as 

W* = 7* — s*y* + t*xe .(20) 

The first term is profits of the foreign firm given by (12), the second is the total payment 
of the foreign subsidy and the last is the total revenue of the foreign export resource tax. 
It is also assumed that the foreign government decides s* and t* so as to maximize the 
foreign net welfare given by (20). Using the conditions for maximizing firm's profits, 
(13a) and (13b), the first-order conditions for maximizing the foreign net welfare with
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respect to  s* and t* are respectively given by 

air* ax *ay**ax* 
s+ r(21) a

x as*as*as*=o 

and 

art* ax*axe
x*s*ay*= o ---- + t -----(22) a

x atat*+e—at* 
where it is assumed that the second-order conditions are satisfied. Solving the simulta-
neous equation system (21) and (22) yield 

   s*xe(axe/as*) + (an-*/ax)(ax/at*){(axe/as*) — k*(axe/at*)} 23             (a
y*/at*)(ax:/as*) — (ay*/as*)(axe /at*)()

and
   *********** 

  * xek(ax/as) + (an/ax)(ax/at)k{(ax/as*) — k(ax/at)}(24) 
t = -------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

(ay*/at*)(axe /as*) — (ay*/as*)(ax*/at*) 

where an*/ax < 0. Considering that the denominator of (23) is positive, the sign 
of s* is positive, if the numerator of (23) is positive, that is, xe/x* < A, however, if 
that of (23) is negative, that is, xe/x* > A, the sign of s* is negative, where A = 
b2k2k*2/{2bkk*(a/N) + 2bk2(a*/N*) + 4(aa*/NN*)} > 0. On the other hand, 
if the numerator of (24) is positive, that is, xe/x* > B, the sign of t* is positive, 
however, if that of (24) is negative, that is, xeIx* < B, the sign of t* is negative, where 
B = b2ksk*/{2bk2(a/N) + 2bk2(a*/N*) -{- 4(aa*/NN*)} > 0. Thus, considering 
that A < B, it is found that the optimal policies of the foreign government are divided 
into three cases: (i) 4/x* * > A, (il) B < xe lx* < A, and (iii) xe /x* < B. 

 In (i), when the export resource rate 4/x* * is high (or the foreign output rate is low), 
then, the optimal level of the foreign subsidy on production is negative and that of the 

foreign export tax is positive. In (il), when the export resource rate 4/x* is middle, 
then, both optimal levels of the foreign subsidy on production and the export resource 

tax are negative. And in (iii), when the export resource rate xe/x* is low (or the foreign 
output rate is high), then, the optimal level of the foreign subsidy on production is 

positive and that of the foreign export resource tax is negative. 
 Now, taking (19), (23), and (24) into consideration, one can present: 

 PROPOSITION 2. The optimal short-term policy of the domestic government is to 
subsidize output. By contrast, the optimal short-term policies of the foreign government 
are to impose both of tax on production and export resource tax if the export resource 
rate is high (or the foreign output rate is low), however, if the foreign output rate is 
high (or the foreign resource rate is low), the foreign optimal policies are to subsidize 
both of production and export resource, and moreover, if the export resource rate (or 
the foreign output rate) is middle, the optimal policies of the foreign government are to 
impose an output tax and to subsidize an export resource. 

 Combining this proposition with Proposition 1, it is found that the domestic optimal 
short-term policy, that is, a subsidy on production operates to raise the domestic market 
share. By contrast, it is found that the foreign optimal short-term policies operate to
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cancel each ether's effects on the foreign market share. That is, if the export resource 
rate is high, while an export resource tax operates to raise the foreign market share, a 
tax on production operates to reduce its share. On the other hand, if the output rate is 
high, while a subsidy on production operates to raise the foreign market share, an export 
resource subsidy operates to reduce its share. Thus, the short-term optimal policies of 
the foreign government do not necessarily operate in favor of the expansion of foreign 
market share, while that of the domestic government does in favor of that of domestic 
market share. In this short-term case, an export resource tax of a tropical country is 

justified only if the export resource rate is high, but the optimal policy mix of an export 
resource tax and an output tax does not necessarily encourage the industry development 
of a foreign policy object.

4. THE EFFECTS AND OPTIMAL LEVELS OF POLICIES IN LONG-TERM

 This section considers the long-term steady state equilibrium, where there is no 

growth in the domestic and foreign renewable resources and the domestic and foreign 
renewable resource stocks N and N* are taken endogenously. The way in which the 

policies controlled by the domestic and foreign governments will affect steady state 

renewable resource stocks of the domestic and foreign countries is examined. First, 

this section provides the steady state material balance requirements of the domestic and 

foreign countries. Next, the effects of the domestic and foreign output subsidies and 

the foreign export resource tax are analyzed, and third, the optimal levels of the poli-

cies determined by the domestic and foreign governments in long-term equilibrium are 

derived. 

 The steady state material balance requirements of the domestic and foreign countries 

are based on setting (1) and (2) to 0 respectively. By considering that X* =  4 +  x*, 
and using (3) and (4), one can obtain 

r N2(25) 
x - IN+K=0,

r*N*2 
4 + x* - r* N* +K*= 0 . 

Long-term equilibrium in the second stage is given by x, 4, x*, N, and N* 
satisfy the simultaneous equation system (14a), (14b), (14c), (25), and (26). 
comparative static solution of the simultaneous equation system (14a), (14b), 
(25), and (26) can be represented by

 L Dlr 

 L D
21 
 L D
31 

1 

0

DL DL  12 13 

DL DL  22 23 

DL DL  32 33 

0 0 

1 1

 L D
14 

0 

0 

 L D
44 

0

0 

 L D
25 
 L D
35 

0 

 L D
55

 x 

 X*  e 

x* 

N 

N*

  —ak — ks 

 —ak  —  ks  +  t* 

—ak* — k*s* 

   0 

    0

(26)

which 

Thus, 

(14c),

(27)
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where 

 Dfi = Dlr, D12 = D12, D13 = D13, Di4 = 2ax/N2 , 

D21 = D21, D 2 = D22, D 3 = D23, f45  = (2a*/N*2)(xe + x*) , 
D31 = D31, D32 = D32, D33 = D33, M"5 (2a*/N*2)(xe + x*) , 
D44 = -r -}- (2rN/K), DS = -r* -}- (2r*N*/K*) . 

The determinant DL of the Hessian matrix of this system is given by 

                                               as*tr* 
                    DL = -4b(k - k*)2-------KK* 

and thus DL < 0. It is not evident that long-term equilibrium in the second stage is 

unique and stable, however, in order to make the following analyses meaningful it is 

here assumed that long-term equilibrium in the second stage is unique and stable. 

 The long-term effects of a change in the policies on the extracted resource of the 

domestic firm x, the export (import) resource of the foreign (domestic) firm xe, the 
resource using for a product of foreign firms x*, the domestic renewable resource stock 
N, and the foreign renewable resource stock N* are given by differentiating (14a), 

(14b), (14c), (25), and (26) completely with respect to s, s*, and t*. Thus, one obtains: 
ax axe ax* ax* ay ay* aN aN* -<0 , >0, <0,----- <0,->0,---- <0,>0, ----->0, a
s as as as as as asas 

                                              (28a) 
ax axe8x* ax* Byay* aN aN* 
   >0, -----<o, ---- >0, ----- >0, ---- <0, ---- >0, ---- >0,-----< 0 , a
s* as* as* as* as* as* as*as* 

                                           (28b) 
ax axeax* ax* By ay* aN aN* 

---- >0, -----<0, ----- >0, ----- >0, ---- <0, ---- >0, ---- <0,-----> 0 . a
t* at* at* at* at* at* at*at* 

                                             (28c) 

(See Appendix 3 for derivation of these results.) 
 Taking (28a), (28b), and (28c) into consideration, one can present: 

  PROPOSITION 3. (i) A rise in the domestic subsidy on production s causes rises 
in both the domestic and foreign renewable resource stocks N and N*. The long-term 
effects of the domestic subsidy on other variables x, x', x*, X*, y, y* are the same as 
the short-term effects. 

 (il) A rise in the foreign subsidy on production s* causes a decline in the foreign 
renewable resource stock N* and, however, a rise in the domestic renewable resource 
stock N. By contrast, a rise in the foreign export resource tax t* causes a rise in 
the former and a decline in the latter. The long-term effects of the foreign subsidy on 

production or export resource tax on other variables x, x:, x*, X*, y, y* are the same 
as the short-term effects respectively. 

  Proposition 3 (i) implies that the domestic country does not have a trade-off between 
the expansion of domestic market share and the conservation of world's resource stocks.
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By contrast, Proposition 3 (il) implies that the foreign country has a trade-off between 
the expansion of foreign market share and the conservation of the foreign resource stock 
in an subsidy on production, however, does not have such a trade-off in an export re-
source tax. Thus, a domestic (foreign) subsidy on production is justified in order to raise 
the domestic (foreign) market share, however, an subsidy on production of an resource 
exporter causes a depletion of its own country's resource stock. 

 Now, I analyze the optimal levels of the policies determined by the domestic and 
foreign governments in long-term steady state equilibrium. Taking the domestic and 
foreign resource stocks N and N* endogenously, and differentiating (17) with respect 
to s, the first-order condition for maximizing the domestic net welfare in the long-term 
is given by 

              * a(y + y*)  an 8x* an aN ay _         b(y + y)
as+3x* as+8N as— saso , (29) 

where it is assumed that the second-order condition is satisfied. Rearranging (29) and 
using (28a) and (A13)—(Ars) yield 

s _b(y+y*){8(y+y*)/8s} + (an/ax*)(ax*/as)+(an/aN)(aN/as) > 0 a
y/as 

                                          (30)

where an/ax* < 0 and an/aN > 0. Therefore, the long-term optimal level of the 
domestic subsidy on production is as positive as that of the short-term subsidy on pro-
duction. 

 By contrast, taking the domestic and foreign resource stocks N and N* endogenously, 
and differentiating (20) with respect to s* and t* respectively, the first-order conditions 
for maximizing the domestic net welfare in the long-term are given by 

an* ax an* aN* *ay**axe                                           (31) 
ax as*+8N* as*—s8s* +t8s*' 

and 

an* ax an* aN**ax***ay* 
8x at*+aN* at*+ tat*+xe—sat* =o, (32) 

where it is assumed that the second-order conditions is satisfied respectively. Solving 
the simultaneous equation system (31) and (32) yeilds 

(an*/ax)(ax/at*){k*(axe/at*) — (axe/as*)} 
      —on*aN*aN*at*ax*at*+ (ax*as*x* ax*as* 

            (ay*/as*) (axelat*) — (ay*lat*)(axe /as*)'

and

t* =

(an*/ax)(ax/at*){k*(ay*/at*) — (ay*/as*)} 
—on*/aN*)(aN*/at*){(ay*/at*) + (ay*/as*)} — x:(ay*/as*)

(ay*las*)(axe lat*) — (ay*lat*)(axe las*)
(34)
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where  an*/8N* > 0. Considering that the denominator of (33) is negative, the sign of 
s* is positive, if the numerator of (33) is negative, that is, x* > E, however, if that of 

(33) is positive, that is, x* < E, the sign of s* is negative, where

E=

—(3xe /as*){r*N* — (r*N*2/K*)} + (1/DL)2bkk*(k — k*)(aa*r/K) 

       {r* — (r*N*/K*)}2{(axe /at*) + (axe /as*)}
—(1/D1-)b2k2k*3{r — (2rN/K)}{r* — (2r*N*/K*)} — (axe /as*)

>0.

On the other hand, if the numerator of (34) is negative, that is, x* < F, the sign of t* is 

positive, however, if that of (34) is positive, that is, x* > F, the sign of t* is negative, 
where

F=

(ax*/as*){r*N* — (r*N*2/K*)} — (1/DL)2bkk*(k — k*)(aa*r/K) 
        {r* — (r*N*/K*)}2{(ax*/at*) -I- (ax*/as*)}

—(l/DL)b2ksk*2{r — (2rN/K)}{r* — (2r*N*/K*)} + (ax*/as*)
>0.

Thus, considering that E and F seem to be approximately equal, the optimal policies 
of the foreign government are divided roughly into two cases: (i) x* > E and x* > F, 
and (il) x* < E and x* < F. 

 In (i), when the resource using for a foreign product x* is high, that is, by the con-
straint of (26) that case denotes that the export resource xe is low, then, the optimal 
level of the foreign subsidy on production is positive and that of the foreign export re-
source tax is negative. And in (il), when the resource using for a foreign product x* is 
low, or the export resource xe is high, then, the optimal level of the foreign subsidy on 

production is negative and that of the foreign export tax is positive. 
 Now, taking (30), (33), and (34) into consideration, one can present: 

  PROPOSITION 4. The optimal long-term policy of the domestic government is to 
subsidize on production. By contrast, the optimal long-term policies of the foreign 

government are to impose taxes both on production and export resource if the export 
resource is high (or the resource using for a foreign product is low), however, if the 
export resource is low (or the resource using for a foreign product is high), the foreign 
optimal long-term policies are to subsidize both on production and export resource. 

  The long-term optimal policies of the domestic and foreign governments are the al-
most same as those of short-term, which is shown by Proposition 2. In this long-term 
case, an export resource tax of a tropical country is also justified only if the export re-
source rate is high, as the same in the short-term case. Although the optimal policy mix 
of an export resource tax and an output tax does not necessarily encourage the indus-
try development of a foreign policy object, however, those policies have the effects to 
conserve its own renewable resource stock. 

  Now, Proposition 3 and 4 combine to present:
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  COROLLARY: (i) The long-term optimal policy of the domestic government, which 
is a subsidy on production, increases domestic market share and conserves 
world's renewable resource stocks. 

  (il) If the foreign export resource rate is high, the long-term optimal polices of the 

foreign government, that are taxes on production and export resource, conserves the 
foreign resource stock but depletes the domestic resource stock. On the other hand, if 
the foreign output rate is high, the long-term polices, that are subsidies on production 
and export resource, depletes the foreign stock but conserves the domestic stock. In both 
cases, the optimal policy mix of the foreign government does not necessarily operate in 

favor of the expansion  of  foreign market share. 

  Corollary (i) implies that the domestic country of a resource importer has no trade-off 
between its market share expansion and the resource conservation. The reason for this 
result is mainly that since an increase in the domestic subsidy on production reduces 
the domestic extracted resource, however, increases the domestic output through an in-
crease of imported resource, as is shown by Proposition 1 (i). By contrast, the foreign 
country of a resource exporter faces a serious trade-off. Especially if the foreign output 
rate is high, the foreign optimal policy mix may lead its own resource stock to exhaus-
tion. Thus, these asymmetric results derived in this paper may implicate that a policy 
coordination of both countries of resource importer and exporter is needed so as to con-
serve renewable resource stocks of the world and to develop the resource exporter's 
industry in this type of resource trade.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

  If a traded product is derived from a renewable resource, such as a forest or paper 

product, it is important to verify whether the government's policies are adequate not 
only to increase domestic market share but also to preserve environmental well being in 
the long-term. This paper establishes a two-country model where both of domestic and 
foreign countries are endowed with respective renewable resource stocks. The model 
sets up a two-stage game involving two governments and their respective representative 
firms that produce a homogenous product derived from a renewable resource. Using 
this model, the short and long-term effects of domestic and foreign output subsidies, and 
foreign export resource tax on the amount of traded resource, outputs, and/or renewable 
resource stocks are investigated, and moreover, the optimal policies of the domestic and 
foreign governments are examined. The derived results are summarized as follows. 

 First of all, the striking result is presented, that is, an increase in the domestic sub-
sidy on production reduces the domestic extracted resource. The reason for this result 
is that a per-unit domestic subsidy on production makes producing not a renewable re-
source but an output more favorable for the domestic representative firm. However, 
the subsidy results in an increase of the domestic output through an increase in the im-

ported renewable resource. Thus, in both of short-term case given the domestic and 
foreign renewable resource stocks and long-term case taken both stocks endogenously , 
a domestic (foreign) subsidy on production is justified in order to raise the domestic
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(foreign) market share. On the other hand, while a rise in the domestic subsidy on pro-
duction causes rises in both domestic and foreign resource stocks, a rise in the foreign 
subsidy on production causes a decline in the foreign resource stock and a rise in the 
domestic resource stock. Thus, while the domestic country does not have a trade-off 
between the expansion of domestic market share and the conservation of world's re-
newable resource stocks, the foreign country has a trade-off between the expansion of 
foreign market share and the conservation of the foreign resource stock in a subsidy on 

production. But a rise in the foreign export resource tax causes a rise in the foreign 
stock and a decline in the domestic stock, therefore, the foreign country does not have 
such a trade-off in an export resource tax. 

 Next, the long-term optimal policy of the domestic government, which is a subsidy 
on production, increases the domestic market share and conserves world's renewable 
resource stocks. By contrast, if the foreign export resource rate is high, the long-term 
optimal polices of the foreign government, that are taxes on production and an export 
resource, conserves the foreign resource stock but depletes the domestic resource stock. 
On the other hand, if the foreign output rate is high, the long-term polices, that are 
subsidies on production and an export resource, depletes the foreign stock but conserves 
the domestic stock. In both cases, the optimal policy mix of the foreign government does 
not necessarily operate in favor of the expansion of the foreign market share. Therefore, 
the foreign country of a resource exporter faces a serious trade-off. Especially if the 
foreign output rate is high, the foreign optimal policy mix may lead its own renewable 
resource stock to exhaustion. 

  Thirdly, in short and long-term cases, an export resource tax of a tropical country is 

justified only if the export resource rate is high. Although the optimal policy mix of 
taxes on production and an export resource does not necessarily encourage the industry 
development which is the policy object, however, the policy mix have the effects to 
conserve its own renewable resource stock. 

  Thus, these asymmetric results derived in this paper may implicate that a policy co-
ordination of both countries of a resource importer and a resource exporter is needed so 
as to conserve the renewable resource stocks of the world and to develop the resource 
exporter's industry in this type of resource trade.

APPENDIX

1. Existence and uniqueness of resource market equilibrium 
 The inverse demand function  (1  lb) is displaced qd = qd (p), and the inverse supply 

function (13b) is displaced qs = qs (xe , x*) in the short-term or qs = qs (xe , x* , N*) 
                                                                 in the long-term. The resource market for 3x*, p in the short-term or for 3x*, N*, p in 

the long-term is illustrated in Figure  Al. If qs (0, x*) > qd (p) for 3x*, p in the short-
term (or qs (0, x*,  N *) > q(p) for 3x*, N* , p in the long-term), which case denotes 
that the foreign firm's marginal cost when the exported resource is zero is higher than 

the domestic firm's demand price of the imported resource, then the market equilibrium 

does not exist. On the other hand, if qs (0, x*) < qd(p) for 3x*, p in the short-term
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(or  qs  (0, x*, N*) < q(p) for 3x*, N* p in the long-term), which case denotes that the 
former is lower than the latter, then the equilibrium exists uniquely. 

 Now, we have to examine whether the condition qs (0, "X*)  < q:1(13) in the short-
term (or qs (0, z*, N*) < qd(p) in the long-term) is satisfied at p, x*, and/or N* of 
equilibrium in the second stage. Considering that p = a — b (k.x + kze + k*x *) and (14b) 
are satisfied on equilibrium in the second stage, since qs (0, 1*) _ (2a*/N*)x* in the 
short-term (or qs (0, .z*, N*) = (2a*/N*)1* in the long-term) and qd(p) = —bk2z — 
bkk*.x*+ak+sk—t* are derived, it is found that qd (p)—qs (0, 1*) = (bk2+2a*/N*)xe 
in the short-term (or q:1(13) — qs (0, 1*,  N *) = (bk2 + 2a* / N* )xe in the long-term). 
Thus, it is found that the equilibrium of the resource market exists uniquely if and only 

if te* > 0, that is, xe of equilibrium in the second stage is positive. 
 The follow is necessary conditions for ze > 0 in short- or long-term. In the short-

term, considering the sufficient conditions k*s* — k*s + t* > 0 for z > 0 and ks* — 
ks +t* > 0 for z* +te > 0, it is found that the condition ks — k*s* — t* +ak —ak* > 0 
is necessary for xe > 0, where 

k(k*s* — k*s + t*)N**k2* (ks* — ks + t*)N* 
  x_2

a(k — k*)x + xand                    e= ----------------------2a*(k — k**) 

         2bk2(k*s* — k*s + t*)(a*/N*) + 2bk*2(ks* — ks + t*)(a/N) 

*—4{ks — k*s* — t* + ak — ak*}{(aa*/NN*) X
e —4b(k — k*)2(aa*/NN*)• 

In the long-term, the condition ks — k*s* — t* + ak — ak* > 0 is necessary for xe > 0, 
because if ks — k*s* — t* + ak — ak* < 0 , that is, ak* + k*s* > ak + ks — t* > 0, 

then ze < 0, where 

       (ak + ks — t*)[(2ra/K){bk*2(r* — 2r*N*/K*) — 2r*a*/K*}] 
              +(ak + ks)2bkk*(r*a*/K*)(r — 2rN/K) 

—t*2bk2(r*a*/K*)(r — 2rN/K) 
—(ak* +k*s*)[(2ra/K){bkk*(r* — 2r*N*/K*) 

*—2r*a*/K*} + 2bk2(r*a*/K*)(r — 2rN/K)] x
e —4b(k — k*)2(aa*tr*/KK*)• 

Thus, it is found that the necessary condition for te* > 0 is ks —k*s* —t*+ak—ak* > 0 
in both short- and long-terms. .

2. Derivation of (16a), (16b), and (16c) 
 The effects of a change in the domestic subsidy s on the extracted resource of the 

domestic firm x, the export (import) resource of the foreign (domestic) firm x:, and 
the resource using for a product of foreign firms x* are given by totally differentiating 
(Isa), (15b), and (15c) with respect to s: 

              Di 1 D12 D13 ax /as—k 
            D21 D22 D23 axe/as = —k . (A-l) 

             D31 D32 D33 ax*/as0
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q, =q;(p)
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FIGURE  Al. The resource market for 3x*, p or 3x*, N*, p.

Solving (A-l) through the application of Cramer's rule, one obtains 

                ax 

                                                        * as2bkk*(k —k*)N*D < 0, (A-2)

axe 
as

= — 2bkk*2
a 

— 2bk2k* 
N

a* 
— —4k 
N*

aa 

NN**)D (A-3)

  ***          ax---- = (2bk2k*a+ 2bk2k*a+ 4k as ID < 0 . (A-4) 
    as N N* NN* 

Using (A-2)—(A-4) and considering that ax*/as = a(x*+xe)/as, ay/as = k(ax/as)+ 
k(axe/as), and ay*/as = k*(ax*/as), one can derive (16a). 

 Similarly, totally differentiating (Isa), (15b) and (15c) with respect to s* and t* re-
spectively, one can derive 

Dlr D12 D13 ax/as* — — 0 -
           D21 D22 D23 axe /as* = 0 , (A-s) 

              D31 D32 D33 ax*/as* —k* 

and 

               Dlr D12 D13 ax/at* —0 
            D21 D22 D23 axe/at* = 1 . (A-6) 

                 D31 D32 Dssax*/at*  0 

Then, solving (A-s) and (A-6) respectively, the following effects of a change in the 
foreign subsidy s* and a change in the foreign export tax t* can be derived: 

                ax 
as*— 2bkk* (k — k*)*D >o, (A-7)

ax; 
as*

2bkk*- N + 2bk2k a*

N *N*+4k

*-----au*          D<0
, NN* (A-8)
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— 2bk2k*
a 

N
2bk2k*

a* 
— — 4k* 
N*

aa* 

NN*
D>0,
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(A-g)

and

ax 

at*
— 2bk(k — k*)

a* 

N*
D>0, (A-lo)

axe 
at*

2bk*2N+2bk2 N*+ 4
aa* 

NN*
D<0, (A-ll)

ax* 

at*
_ — 2bkk*

a — 2bk2 a — 4 
NN*

Using (A-7)-(A-l2), one can derive (16b) and (16c).

aa* 

NN* )/D>0. (A-l2)

3. Derivation of (28a), (28b), and (28c) 
 As in Appendix 2, the effects of a change in the domestic subsidy s, the foreign 

subsidy s*, and the foreign export tax t* on the extracted resource of the domestic firm 
x, the export (import) resource of the foreign (domestic) firm xe, the resource using for 
a product of foreign firms x*, the domestic renewable resource stock N, and the foreign 

renewable resource stock N* can be derived:

ax 

as 

axe 

as

ax* 

as

aN 

as 

aN* 

as 

ax 

as*

=— 2bkk* (k — k*)aK*1—N/DI'< 0, 
   2bk2k* arr*1 — 2N 

    K* K 

                   * 

 + 2bkk*2aKl— K*                  —4kaa*tr*D > 
0-----, 

   — 2bk2k*a*tr*1 — 2N 
    K* K 

    ****  — 2bk2k*aK1—*+ 4k------KK*D < 0 , 
                      a*r*    — 2bkk* (k — k*)  

K*DL > 0 , 

                ar

K 
   — 2bkk* (k — k*)—IDL > 0, 

=2bkk* (k — k*)aK**1 —1----)1/ DL >0 ,

(A-ls)

(A-l4)

(A-Is)

(A-l6)

(A-li)

(A-l8)
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ax; 

 as*

8x* 

as*

aN 

as* 

aN*

as*

ax 

at* 

axe 

at*

_ — 2bk2k* err* 1 — 2N 
    K* K 

   ****  — 2bkk*2aKl—*+ 4k*aKK*DL < 0, 
  2bk2k*err*(1—2N 

   K* K 

    2*arr*2N**as*tr*L  ~- 2bkk -----
Kl— K*—4k KK*D> 0, 

= — 2bkk*(k — k*) K**DL > 0, 

 {2bkk*(k_k*)}/DL < 0 , 
= 2bk(k — k*)aK**1 K              — DL > 0 , 

              2N _ — 2bk2 aK*1 — K 
 — 2bk*2aKl— K*+4aK*K**DL < 0,2)

= I2bk2a tr (1 ------- 
 +2bkk* ( 

=1— 2bkk*(k — k*)7.1/DL >0,

(A-Ig)

(A-2o)

(A-2l)

(A-22)

(A-2s)

(A-24)

ax* 

      at* 

       +2bkk*arr* ( 2N*) aerr* I I L                                                   (A-2s) 

a N(A -26) 
      at* 

aN*(A-2i) 

      at* 

where 1 — 2N/K < 0 and 1 — 2N*/K* < 0, for it is assumed that both countries' 
renewable resources are under private property rights and hence over-exploitations of 
renewable resources as in open access equilibrium do not occur. Using (A-ls)—(A-2i), 
one can derive (28a), (28b), and (28c).
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